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SCC amends proposal
on off-campus drinking
by Marcy Darin

Volume 85—22

Hope College, Holland, Michigan 49423

April 20, 1973

The Student Conduct Committee voted Wednesday to amend
(heir proposal on off-campus
drinking which was already sent
to the Campus Life Board earlier
thi<! wpplf
SPECIFICALLY, the revised
proposal would restrict drinking
at off-campus social events to
only those functions held at establishments with liquor licenses.
Locations such as Marigold
Lodge, Carousel Mountain and
Enterprise Lodge have no licenses
to serve liquor.
IN SUPPORT of the revision,
Associate
Dean of
Students
Michael Gerrie explained, "Places
like the II Forno in Saugatuck
which have liquor licenses also
have a certain responsibility and
exercise a certain control in serving alcoholic drinks."
The revised proposal will be
submitted to the Campus Life
Board for consideration this coming Monday. The original proposal
stated that drinking at off-campus
registered events be permitted "on
an experimental basis during the
academic year 1973-74." The pol-

icy would be reviewed by the SCC
next spring.
IN DISCUSSING the reasons
for the proposal's defeat, SCC
chairman and Assistant Professor
of Classical Languages Nancy
Wheeler felt that some CLB members misinterpreted the "experimental basis" phrase.
"1 didn't agree that we
couldn't revise the proposal next
year if it didn't work," she stated.
WHEELER continued, "I think
some CLB members felt that by
passing the proposal the college
would be encouraging drinking."
Regarding the question of
whether the proposed drinking
code could be effectively enforced, Gerrie explained that if
any drinking violations occurred,
"The Judicial Board would certainly get involved. The degree to
which you can be involved must
be realistically looked at."
HE ADDED, "There must be
something which happens to expose that (violation.)"
Gerrie pointed out that there
have been "very few problems"
with drinking violations at social
events in recent years.

CLB to vote Monday

Congress' off-campus drinking proposal injeopardy
by Peter Brown
After much debate, the Campus Life Board postponed vote on
the off-campus drinking proposal
passed last week by the Student
Conduct Committee.
CLB MEMBERS quickly chose
sides on the proposal which
stated, "The consumption of alcoholic beverages at off-campus registered social events will be permitted on" an experimental basis
during
the
academic
year
1973-74.
The committee further proposes that this action be reviewed
by the SCC in the Spring of 1974,
at which time the SCC may recommend that this policy be continued or discontinued."
SPEAKING against the SCC
recommendation were student
Cathy Walchenbach, Associate
Professor of Biology Eldon Greij,
Robert DeYoung, dean of students, and Russell DeVette, associate professor of physical education and chairman of the CLB.
In favor of the drinking proposal were students Nan Wild man
and Bob Schellenberg.

At the outset, the argument
was advanced that drinking at
off-campus functions was a wellknown fact and since the age of
majority is 18, the college might
well accept reality. Walchenbach
disagreed, stating, "Just because
we don't uphold the present regulation, 1 don't think we should
pass it."
WILDMAN countered, "1 don't
think that was the reason students
wanted a change in the present
drinking proposal. A lot of people
were asking that the rule be
changed because over seveneighths of the students sampled
voted that way."
DeYoung then added that he
was distressed because we rarely
"think in terms of how this affects the quality of life at Hope.
These are the things we should be
concerned about," insisted DeYoung, and "not the popular vote
the issue drew. I think that as a
legislative body it is our concern
to examine how this will affect
the quality of life, and not to
decide on proposals in terms of
what people want," he added.

Dean of Students Robert DeYoung told members of the CLB Monday that they should be more concerned
with the "quality of the life at Hope" and not necessarily student opinion while deciding the fate of Student
Congress' off-campus drinking proposal.
NANCY Wheeler, assistant professor of clasical languages, answered DeYoung by stating, "We
discussed at great length how this
would affect the quality of life,

Restores Nixon cuts

Senate passes aid hill
The U.S. House of Representatives and the Senate have passed
and sent to a conference committee an $873 million student aid
package that restores funding to
the National Direct Student Loan
and Supplemental Opportunity
Grant programs.
THE HOUSE passed the aid
measure last Thursday, according
to the American Council on Education. It includes $122.1 million
for the new Basic Opportunity
Grants (BOG) for post-secondary
students, $210.3 million for Supplemental Opportunity Grants
(SOG), $270.2 million for the
College Work-Study Program, and
$269.4 million for the National
Direct Student Loan (NDSL) program.
The total amount is the same
as the Nixon Administration requested, but the Administration
wanted the money allotted differently. They had asked for $622
million for the BOG program,
$250 million for the work-study
program, and no new funds for
SOGs or the NDSL program.
THE STUDENT aid package
was approaved unanimously late
last Wednesday by the House Appropriations Subcommittee on the
Departments of Labor and HEW.
It was offered in the House by
Subcommittee Chairman Daniel
Flood, D-Pa., as an amendment to
a supplemental
appropriation
measure for the current fiscal

year. The Flood amendment was
approved by a unanimous voice
vote.
Flood told the House that student aid funds were urgently
needed so students and colleges
could make plans for next fall.
"UNLESS CONGRESS provides funds soon," he said, "many
students will not know whether
they can attend college at all."
Flood noted that when carryover
funds were added, $293 million
would be available for the NDSL
program next year.
The entire package passed by a
vote of 367-0, 82 votes more than
is needed to override a presidential veto, and was sent to the
Senate.
THE SENATE BILL was
passed Tuesday and provides for
$873 million in aid funds, but is
allocated differently than the
House bill, according to the Grand
Rapids Press (April 18).
The Senate bill would provide
$385.5 million for BOGs, $130.1
million for the SOGs, $237 million for work-study and $120
million for the loan program.
THE PACKAGE, offered by
Sen. Peter Dominick, R-Colo., was
included in an emergency supplemental appropriations bill which
passed 81-0.
The Press stated Sen. Claiborne
Pell, D-R.L, had presented the
Nixon Administration's proposal
for dividing the higher education

funds. The Pell amendment would
have provided $504 million for
BOGs and would have cut the
student loans, claiming there was
enough money in the pipeline for
the next school year.
IN THE CRITICAL v o t e - t h e
motion to substitute the Dominick formula for the administration
formula-Dominick
won
44-33.
Bruce Himebaugh, Hope director of financial aid, was pleased by
the Congressional action and said
the college would probably have
as much federal money to work
with as last year.
HIMEBAUGH does not expect
the BOG program to begin until
the 1974-75 school year. "The
$121 million (the House) appropriated is just a drop in the
bucket. It will probably be held
up for a year," he stated.
Though funded this year, student loans and Supplementary
Opportunity Grants are on the
way out, Himebaugh stated. Thirty percent of Hope students receive federal loans while five percent get the SOGs.
He explained that the Basic
Opportunity Grants are targeted
for low and middle income families, the cut-off point being approximately $10,000. The maximum amount to be given any
student will be $1400, but could
be lower depending on how much
money is available.

and we decided that it would be
wise to try this proposal on an
experimental basis. If it indeed
does have a negative effect we can
change our minds. But we (SCC)
felt that we shouldn't automatically say it will have an undesirable effect without giving it a
fair chance."
DeVette responded to Wheeler
by declaring, "I think alcohol has
been tried, and with disastrous
effects." Wildman said that students are "taking the alcohol issue

seriously and are trying to change
this rule, in order that they may
have the right to decide for themselves whether they want to
drink."
DEYOUNG replied, "I'd love
to see you be as responsible for
enforcing the rules and regulations
as you are enthusiastic about
changing them when you so
choose."
Schellenberg said we "should
listen to what people want." Decontinued on page J, column 1

Ford Foundation considering
Hope for prestwious grant
Hope is among 50 Midwestern
colleges and universities being
considered for the prestigious
Venture Fund educational grant
program of the Ford Foundation,
President Gordon Van Wylen announced. The purpose of the
grant would be for educational
innovation, supporting special educational activities unanticipated
in the regular budget.
Dr. Fred Crossland, program
officer of the Ford Foundation,
visited Hope April 12 and met
with various students, faculty and
administration
representatives.
Van Wylen said, "We were able to
communicate that Hope is a place
of creativity." He especially
praised the participating students.
The Venture Fund was established in 1970 to help undergraduate education meet contemporary
needs and conditions. It was de-

cided that about twelve grants
would be made to selected colleges and universities in each of
four geographic regions. During
the 1972-73 year, 300 academic
midwestern institutions were considered. The list has been narrowed to 50.
The criterion for selection are
the institution's past creativity,
quality of present educational
programs and leadership, and the
prospect that a Venture Fund
would be continued with local
support after the conclusion of
the Foundation's grant.
Senator Mark O. Hatfield, who
was recently conferred an honorary doctor of humane letters here,
and Jose Ferrer, who directed
Cyrano as part of the artist-inresidence program, have sent letters to the Foundation praising
Hope as an institution.
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Alumni pacifist A,J, Muste remains unrecognized
by Merlin Whiteman
One of my most prized belongings is a book entitled The Conscientious Objector in America by
Norman Thomas, containing a
bookplate with the name of John
Haynes Holmes embossed on it.
Thus, in this one little book are
combined two of the most noted
American pacifists of the twentieth century.
IT WAS WITH greater pride
that I learned a week ago that
Abraham John Muste, a man who
rivals the above two men in stature as a pacifist, was a Hope
alumnus. Unfortunately, Muste
was never recognized by his alma
mater for his outstanding achievements, and except for a memorial
service, nothing has been contemplated since his death in February
of 1967.
Muste, who emigrated from
Netherlands at the age of six,
graduated from Hope in 1905
with an excellent college record.
He played baseball and basketball,
serving as captain of the hoopsters
his senior year. Muste was editor
of the anchor and the first Hope
orator ever to win first honors at
the Michigan State Oratorical
Contest.
HIS COMMENCEMENT day
address, later printed in the anchor as well as in The Essays of
A.J. Muste, set forth a philosophy
he was to follow the rest of his
life.
"The eternal unrest of humanity and the discontent of the soul
urge men to action and in action
is the principle of all progress on
the part of the race and the
ultimate warrant of peace to the
individual. Thus does life's simplest law summon us to conflict.
T h e r e f o r e - t h e battle! until each
weary soldier file away to where
'Beyond these voices there is
peace.'"

THE WAR YEARS proved to
be memorable ones for the young
minister (degrees
from New
Brunswick and Union). A year
after joining the Fellowship of
Reconciliation, he resigned from
Central Congregational Church because of his pacifist views.
Muste helped lead the Lawrence, Massachusetts textile workers strike in 1918, and became
National Secretary of the Amalgamated Textile Workers the following year.
After serving as educational director of Brookwood Labor College throughout the twenties, he
became involved in several strikes
during the thirties-Toledo AutoLite (1934), General Motors
(1935), and Goodyear Tire and
Rubber (1936).
IT WAS ALSO during the thirties that he rejected Christianity
for Trotskyism. This period of his
life ended in 1936 when he rejoined the FOR. He later regretted
these years. "I do not cease to
grieve over the harm I may have
done during those years nor to
pray daily that I may in some
measure make up for that harm."
In 1948, Muste ceased to pay
federal income taxes, a practice he
followed until his death. Instead
of filing, he sent the IRS a Bible, a
copy of Thoreau's "Essay of Civil
Disobedience," and a three-page
-outline of the principles which
.forbid him from contributing to
the armaments of the U.S.
MUSTE PERFORMED some
of his most valuable and famous
work after he had reached the age
of 65. He helped found Liberation
magazine. He organized the San
Francisco to Moscow peace walk,
helped organize the Polaris Action
Project, and founded the National
Mobilization Committee to End
the War in Vietnam. He was also
honored with the War Resisters
Peace Award.

Some of his most important
statements obviously centered
around the peace movement. "We
cannot have peace if we are concerned with peace. War is not an
accident. It is the logical outcome
of a certain way of life. If we
want to attack war, we have to
attack that way of life."
MUSTE ALSO said, "If I can't
love Hitler, I can't love at all,"
although he admitted he had
somewhat of a hard time doing
that.
A "Statement of Belief* delivered at his sixty-fifth birthday
party, shows how little his basic
philosophy changed since leaving
Hope. "Life does not guarantee
results. We have to work for the
causes in which we believe as if
everything depended upon it, not
because we shall then be successful but because it is right."
MUSTE COUNTED several
great men among his friends, men
who have spoken eloquently
about him. Reinhold Niebuhr
called him a "perfect innocent,"
while Paul Goodman labled him
th6 "most astute political analyst
in America, an authentic great
man."
Martin Luther King said this:
"The current emphasis on nonviolent action in the race relations
field is due more to A. J. than to
anyone else in the country."
(Muste also helped found the Congress on Racial Equality.)
ONE REASON FOR writing
this piece is to acquaint present
Hope students with the stature of
A. J. Muste, who, by virtue of his
productive and eventful four years
here deserves our particular interest.
Secondly, I write to alert students and faculty to the fact that
the school has done virtually
nothing to recognize the accomplishments of this man. This
should be rectified.

WHAT BETTER
memorial
could the man have had than
naming the new science building
after him? Far better to have
students of science enter a building named in honor of a man of
peace, rather than a man who
believes in the manifest destiny of
America
R. Dirk Jellema, associate professor of English, and James
Henderson, assistant professor of
economics and business administration, have also been intrigued
with this man. They have kicked
around the idea of setting up an
A. J. Muste Memorial Lecture
Fund to bring in speakers in the
tradition of Muste.
JELLEMA PROPOSED bringing in Milton Mayer, since he is
personally familiar with Muste. In
his book What Can a Man Do?, he
writes an essay entitled "The
Christer" about Muste.

'Birthday Party' to premier
April 26 in studio theatre
The theatre department will
present Harold Pinter's The Birthday Party, April 26 to May 5, as
the final production of the current season.
PRINTER, A contemporary
English playwright, has been referred to as "the most original,
disturbing and arresting talent in
theatrical London."
In The Birthday Party, labeled
by one critic as a "comedy of
menace" filled with "delicious terror," a musician seeking refuge
from the world in a dilapidated
boarding house becomes the victim of a ritual murder. Everyone—
assasins, victim and observersplay out the roles assigned them
by fate.

Mffi
Editor's note: This week's record
review is written by sophomore
communications major Bill DeBlock. He reviews "Houses of the
Holy" by Led Zeppelin. (Atlantic
Records)

Screaming, young, maidens
hoisting themselves up the sharp
and ragged crags of volcanic action from years past. The lava
boils of bright orange and yellow
hues brightening the sky and
showing but a brief glimpse of the
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^

^
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^

THE EERIE GLOW oi the
light upon the naked flesh makes
the beholder wonder where these
maidens are going and why. Their
destination lies inside, sandwiched
between layers of paper and carboard pressed on black vinyl and
ready for interested party's ears,
We behold Houses Of The Holy.
Led Zeppelin has boggled the
minds of all beholders this time
around, even before the record is
stacked and played (loudly). The
cover is a masterpiece that makes
Led Zep I look like an unfed child
(inside it iin't), Led Zep II like a
waste (maybe it was), and, III
(that's the one that began the
interesting trend in covers) was
fine.
AFTER THAT PEOPLE just
wondered what would happen
next. The next album never mentioned the group on thfe cover but
really freaked minds with the 70year-old hippie and the torn down
building. The vinyl inside gave
Zep away even if they were trying
to hide.
But what does all this talk of
•
.
covers have to do with the music
inside. The music correlates with
the cover. Led Zep is one of the
most violent yet most sensual
rock bands in the business and
their
covers
portray
their
0

THE S FIRST STRAINS of the
new artifact hit my ears about a
vort -

f

that, well, first impressions last.
Robert Plant and Jimmy Page
have really put this album together well. Side one opens up with a
nice rocker, "The Song Remains
The Same" which leads into a
quiet and mello Moody Blues type
number called, "The Rain Song".
I say Moody Blues type because on this cut John Paul Jones
plays mellotron beyond compare
and Plant's vocal's are quiet and
mello.

^^

a
y" ^
a minute and a half, Plant is
wailing again and Jimmy is laying
down some mean guitar licks and
^ brings to mind Led Zep III
especially. Side one closes with a
rap type number called "The
Crunge" with heavy, cutting lead
bass guitar work and a strange
vocal by Plant (I hope they find
the confounded bridge!)

Side two mak£s the effort that
it Ukes to turn over a record
worth it. Side two begins with
some very tight dancing music.
Cut one is just that, "Dancing
Days", a nice Led Zep rocker. The
Surprise
happens
when
the
grooves from cut two hit the
needle; out comes a stabbing
punch at ^O's type R&R called
"D^yer Mak'er." It's quite different but after a few listens you just
would wish Elton John would
take a walk.
AFTER^
"STAIRWAY
To
ML XXA 1 v Tf / \ 1
1O
Heaven" on Zep IV, most people
expected a similar article to grace
aIbUm
No
ua
this
album.
Quarter"
comes
T
- "No
Q
r t e r " comes
i:
xi
<
.
closest
to filling the bill, but I'll
take
" f a i r w a y " any time.
m

Disappointments
don't last
long though as "The Ocean"
crashed into ear span. After Led
Zep I, I thought I'd never be able
to begin t o compare their newer
releases to this classic"afbum"'bu't
S S r o ^ f ^
focus and it seemed that nothina

co££

THE PRODUCTION is being
directed by John Tammi, assistant
professor of theatre. The role of
the musician Stanley will be
played by William TeWinkle.
Other roles are Petey, played
by Steve Britton; Meg, played by
Wendy Holmes; Lulu, played by
Sandi Cowles; Goldberg, played
by Steve Evans; and McCann,
played by Kevin O'Connor, visiting professor of art from Portsmouth, England. The assistant director is Henry Shadwell.
The set was designed by Richard Smith, instructor of theatre,
and lighting is directed by Michael
Grindstaff, assistant professor of
theatre. The play's costumes have
been designed by Sarah Myhre.
SEVEN
PERFORMANCES
will be presented in the Studio
Theatre of the DeWitt Cultural
Center. For this production, the
Studio Theatre will seat approximately 150 persons "in the
round," offering an intimacy designed, compliment Pinter's engrossing drama, according to
Tammi.
Performances of The Birthday
Party will run from April 26-28
and May 2-5 at 8 p.m. Ticket
reservations and further information may be obtained by calling
392-6200.

Take heed: Next week's
anchor is the last edition
for the '72- , 73 academic
year. All announcements
and articles for publication
should be brought to the
anchor office before Tuesday evening.

OVER THE HILLS And Far
Awa

A great memorial would be to
maintain Hope as a liberal arts
institution. When asked about the
college in a 1957 alumni questionaire he admitted he was not
presently familiar, but "I hope to
God it is liberal arts."
THERE IS NO point in watering down the language requirement, nor letting a department
become strong at the expense of
another just because it can obtain
more government funds. Hope is
departing from a fine tradition, a
tradition that Muste himself came
out of.
I would personally urge all
students who are graduating this
year or in the future, and who
may eventually give money to the
school, to designate that your gift
be used to build a humanities
building named after A. J. Muste,
or to earmark such donation for
an A. J. Muste Memorial Lecture
Fund.

Fourteen advance

annoimces
The promotion of a number of at Case Western University last
Hope College faculty members to year. Before coming here, he
new academic ranks for the served as an associate professor at
1973-74 academic year was an- Westminster College in Pennsylnounced by Dean for Academic vania.
Affairs Morrette Rider.
Vickers has served on the faculFOUR MEMBERS of the facul- ties of Ohio Wesleyan University
ty will be elevated to the rank of and Ohio University. He joined
full professor. They are Dr. Elton
the Hope art faculty as chairman
Brums and Dr. Robert Coughe- of the department in 1969 He is a
nour, associate professors of reli- graduate of the State University
gion, Associate Professor of Art College of Geneso, N.Y., and comRobert Vickers and Dr Donald pleted his graduate studies at
Williams,
associate professor of Columbia University. He has been
•
che nis try
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t i e consultant with various
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uins is a Hope graduate who governmental and college agencies
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of Divinity and his paintings are include,
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Western Theological the permanent collections of
i j 5 m i " a r y a n f h i s f a s t e r of Sacred many galleries of this country
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Tr/-»m Union
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Theology
degree
from
abroad.
Theological Seminary. In 1962, he
WILLIAMS IS a graduate of
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University. He joined the Hope
religion faculty in 1966.
COUGHRNOTIR
h
of S i a n a u l i v e n i t v of PennwU
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d

Muskin

g u m College in Ohio and

completed his Ph.D. in chemistry
ft Ohio State University in 1964.
addlt on
' .'o his work within the
o ™ — e r ^ S ^ n d
Institute for Environmental

sssra &
the

fessor of chemistry at the University of Kentucky.
Promoted to the rank of associate professor are Gordon Brewer, chairman of the physical education department; Roger Davis,
assistant professor of music; Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Herbert Dershem; and Robert
Elder, assistant professor of political science.
OTHER FACULTY members
raised to associate professors are
Assistant Professor of Theater
George Ralph; Robert Reinking,
assistant professor of geology; Assistant Professor of Education
Carl Schackow; James Seeser and
James Toevs, assistant professors
of physics; and Assistant Professor
of Biology Paul Van Faasen.
Promoted to assistant professor
are Neil DeBoer, instnictor of
economics and business administration; instructor of Library Science Carol J u t h Gavasso; Michael
Grindstaff, instructor of theater;
and Instructor of English Jack
RidL
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Author Lawrence Dorr
to appear here Thurs.
Author Lawrence Dorr will
speak in the DeWitt Cultural Center Thursday, April 26 at 3:30
p.m. in the last event of the
college's 1972-73 series of talks
and readings by contemporary authors. Dorr's topic will be "Life
into Art: Private Psychotherapy
and the Creative Process."
A native Hungarian who has
emigrated to Florida, Dorr writes
fiction based on a variety of personal experiences in World War II
Europe and postwar America. He
has worked as a cowboy, soldier,
model, circus performer, coal miner, missionary and university administrator.
Following several earlier novels, his latest work is a collection
of seven short stories, A Slow Soft
River, published this spring by
Ferdmans. Each story is selfcontained, but the collection
forms a whole work that reflects a
spiritual pilgrimage from the discovery of guilt to an awareness of
grace.
The opening and closing stories
center upon a father-son relationship. The protagonist of the first
is a Hungarian adolescent who is
involved in a foray across the
Czechoslovakian border just before World War II; the last, set
much later in the U.S., is pre-

Martinez is one of two undergraduate student representatives
on the 30 member Commission.
Martinez is majoring in Spanish
and hopes to pursue a career in
elementary education. She is a
1970 graduate of Holland High.
She has been active in Higher
Horizons. She has also assisted
with the college's Upward Bound

Christian hope now
A continual looking forward to the eternal
world is not a form of escapism or wishful
thinking, but one of the things a Christian is
meant to do. It does not mean that we are to
leave the present world as it is. If you read
history, you will find that the Christians you
did the most for the present world are just
those who thought most of the next.
C. S. Lewis in Mere Christianity
Men must be called away from their fascination with other worlds-astrological, metaphysical, or religious-and summoned to confront
the concrete issues of this one.
Harvey Cox in The Secular City

LAWRENCE DORR
sented from the father's viewpoint.
One of the stories, "Curfew,"
has been made into a film by
students at the University of Florida.
Also taking part in the lectureinterview will be Dr. Corbin S.
Carnell, associate professor of English at the University of Florida.

program, an education project designed to assist disadvantaged high
school students in a summer experimental course aimed at preparing them for college. Martinez
participated in the Upward Bound
program prior to enrolling as a
student at Hope.
Governor Milliken has also announced that William Seidman of
Ada has been appointed chairman
of the commission. Seidman heads
the accounting firm of Seidman
and Seidman of Grand Rapids and
is a member of the Grand Valley
State Colleges board of control.
Vice chairman will be Dr.
Charles E. Morton, a Detroit minister and former member of the
State Board of Education. Dr.
John Dawson, President of Adrian
College, has been appointed to
represent the private colleges and
universities on the commission.
The other undergraduate student
on the commission is Michael
Griffes of Jackson Community
College.

A few years ago I attended a conference for high
school students held in Washington, D.C. In one
discussion group, we introduced ourselves by telling
our plans for college. When I said that I would be
attending a Christian liberal arts college in Michigan
caUed Hope College, I was startled by a sudden
attack by another group member: "Hope! What a
stupid and inappropriate name for a modem college!"
LATER, when I asked her what she meant by
this comment, she responded, "In a world that is
crying for solutions to today's problems, you
Christians are still hoping for a time when your God
will come to earth and solve your problems for
you!"
Today's column will examine the nature of
Christian hope. In doing this, we will consider the
common objection lodged against hope, namely,
that it robs man of the possibility of meaningful
action to correct the ills of the present world.
WHAT ARE the marks of Christian hope? First,
hope looks to the future in expectation of human
fulfillment. The Christian who hopes realizes the
predicament of the present, and looks beyond mere
human history to the salvation of mankind.
Second, hope looks to God for his solution to
the problems of the present. He who hopes cannot
place his faith in man's ability to lift himself by his

Vote for
Board positions
Monday

MINISTRY
OF CHRIST'S
P E O P L E

bootstraps from the quicksand of sin. Rather, hope
clings to the promises of God alone.
PERHAPS the best way to counter the objection
that hope immobilizes a concern for this world is to
point to ways in which it does the oppositemobilizes us for action in this world. How can a
believing hope both lift our eyes to a future world
of God's making and also stir concern for correcting
the present world?
Hope inspires confidence in the ultimate triumph
of God's will for his world, and it is this confidence
which spurs the hopeful Christian to work the deeds
of the coming world here in this world.
ST. PAUL furnishes a good example of this
practical power of hope. After he writes in I
Corinthians 15 of the mysterious promise of resurrection, he ends with words which apply hope to
our situation in the here-aAd-now: "Therefore, my
beloved brothers, stand firm and immovable, and
work for the Lord always, work without limit, since
you know N that in the Lord your labor cannot be
lost."
It is not easy to hold in dynamic tension the twin
forces of hope in a future blessedness and the
present realities of imperfection and sin. Calvin saw
the paradox of hope plainly:
To us is given the promise of eternal l i f e - b u t
to us, the dead. We are called righteous, and
yet sin lives in us. We hear of ineffable
blessedness-but meantime we are oppressed
by infinite misery. We are promised an abundance of all good things-yet we are rich only
in hunger and thirst. What would become of
us if we did not take our stand firmly on
hope, and if our heart did not hasten beyond
this world through the midst of darkness on
the path illumined by the word and Spirit of
God!
In sum, the belief that a hope in God's promise
of a future world of blessedness destroys concern
for the present ills of the world is plainly misguided.
Hope is the very power of the present; it provides
promise, priorities, and power to the Christian who
works God's will here and now.

SCMC may be redeemed
by Dave DeKok
The student communications
media will probably not be placed
under control of the Dean of
Students Office next year following preliminary acceptance Tuesday by the Administrative Affairs
Board of a Student Communications Media Committee statement
advising against such an action.
THE proposal to transfer control over the various media, and
subsequently eliminate the SCMC,
was part of the set of proposals

Drinking proposal reviewed
kinds of behavior. DeVette then
said, "Anything that would encourage drunken behavior is a
mistake, and I see this proposal as
encouraging this type of behavior."
Walchenbach wondered whether the passing of this proposal was
the initial move toward eventually
passing drinking on campus.
Wheeler said, "This was not our
consideration in bringing up this
proposal."
DEVETTE agreed with Walchenbach and added, "As human
beings it is natural to want something, and then when we get it we
seek something else." Wheeler
then pointed out that each step
along the way would be discussed
and voted on, and "it wouldn't
happen without going through the
whole process."
Student Terry Robinson explained that a major reason for
the submitting proposal was the
hypocrisy of the rule as it now
stands. Griej stated, "I wouldn't
be so reluctant to see this proposal pass if there was some stipulation to the fact that if there was a
bar on the premises it would be
alright to drink, but I am against
students setting up their own
bar." Walchenbach said, "I don't
think we should condone this
type of behavior by allowing students to set up their own bar."
SCHELLENBERG noted that
by not allowing students to set up

THE

AdAB considers report

CLB to decide
continued from page 1
Young expressed fear that if
drinking at off-campus functions
were allowed, the situation with
the fraternities would worsen.
CHAPLAIN William Hillegonds
countered DeYoung's assertion by
saying, "The organizations that I
have had something to do with
have acted in a very responsible
way. I can remember students
asking other students who have
had too much to drink to leave. I
can remember as recently as the
Marathon Dance where a couple
of students showed up drunk, and
were asked to leave. I just don't
want people to get the idea that
all of our students go to parties
drunk."
Walchenbach opined that this
appraisal was inadequate. She
said, "On the other hand, last
Saturday night there was a gentleman drunk at my party who
ended up in a wreck and in jail. 1
wonder if I were going t o put a
seal of approval on that type of
behavior. If we pass this, we will
be upholding all types of behavior."
WILDMAN disagreed, explaining that one can't stereotype all

BY

by Bob Van Voorst

Celia Martinez appointed to
state education commission
Hope junior Celia Martinez has
been appointed to Governor Milliken's Commission on Higher Education.
Governor Milliken created the
commission in January to conduct an overall study of postsecondary education in Michigan.
The commission will give special emphasis to three major aspects: the goals, purposes and
functions of all post-secondary
education; governance, coordination and planning of a system of
higher education; and future financial requirements and impacts
of post-secondary education.

SPONSORED

Christ's people

their own bar, and by permitting
them to drink at an establishment
which already serves alcohol, "we
are merely discriminating against a
place that doesn't have a liquor
license." Schellenberg continued,
"I can't see crossing out places
like Enterprise Lodge just because
they don't have a bar. Furthermore it would be impossible to
enforce such a rule."
DeVette said, "I'm sure you
can wiggle around any regulation
by belting down five good ones so
you really feel great, but we don't
want groups setting up bars."
Greij declared, "We don't want
the fraternity to supply sauce and
we don't want the individual to
bring his own six pack."
WHEN A VOTE was taken,
DeVette, Grey, Wheeler, DeYoung
and Walchenbach raised their
hands in opposition to the proposal. Because the vote was so close
and Assistant Professor of Theatre
John Tammi had to leave the
meeting early, the members
agreed to vote again Monday night
at 6 p.m.
In other action the CLB passed
a proposal authorizing Student
Congress to fill new positions on
the Judicial Board. Before the
CLB revised the procedure, new
positions were appointed by the
congress president. The CLB also
approved new constitutions for
the Black Coalition and the newly-formed Hope Lacrosse Club.

for board and committee structure revision drawn up by the ad
hoc Committee on Committees,
chaired by Professor of Religion
Lambert Ponstein.
The SCMC's statement pointed
out that the recommendation of
the Committee on Committees
represented "a drastic change
from the status quo for no apparent reason."
IN LIGHT of this, the media
committee's statement asked the
AdAB to defer action on the
matter until a definite proposal
was received from the Ponstein
Committee containing both rationale and evidence that such a
change would benefit the student
body. The statement added it
could see no such evidence or
rationale at this time.
Due to a lack of a quorum at
the meeting, however, the proposal must still be accepted by the
full Board at its next meeting.
IN OTHER action the Board
received a report from the Religious Life Committee recommending the addition of six students <o the committee. The Ponstein Committee had recommended the addition of two faculty members.
The RLC stated that adding
students instead of faculty would
bring about a greater cross section
of opinion and ideas and better
allow it to interpret the religious
mood of the campus.

Under the proposed revision,
there will be nine students, three
faculty, the Chaplain and a representative of the Ministry of
Christ's People on the Committee.
THE SIX extra students would
be appointed by the members of
the RLC and would represent the
various living units on campus.
The six appointments would require confirmation by Student
Congress.
Student Board member Mark
DeRoo opposed having the Committee appoint the extra six members. "This proposal partly takes
away the Student Congress power
to appoint students to the committees, which is one of the few
powers it has left."
PROFESSOR
of
English
Charles Huttar asked if the proposal wouldn't create a rather
large committee. Tanis said this
provision was probably made so
all areas of the campus could be
represented.
Memos were also received from
the International Education Committee and the Teacher Education
Committee. Both were on the
scuttle list of the Ponstein Committee.
The IEC memo protested that
the Ponstein Committee had confused its functions with those of
the Off-Campus Programs Committee. They insisted that their
committee played a useful role in
evaluating international programs.

May day program may
add several field events
The traditional May Day events
might undergo some changes this
year. Possibilities include allowing
individuals to compete in the field
events and organize four-man relay teams. In addition, there may
be trophies for individual wins
other than just team championships and several events may be
added to the schedule.
Gene Brown, instructor of
physical education, said the intramural committee wishes to expand the number of participants
in May Day. "Several students
came up to me even on the day of
the event last year and asked if
they could jump. It doesn't make

sense to require some off campus
student who might like to throw
the shot or compete in the high
jump because he did it in high
school to have to get 20 or 30
guys together before he can compete."
The committee also wants
greater faculty participation, especially in events where they could
help form faculty-student teams.
Some of the May Day track events
may be opened to faculty.
Brown indicated that horseshoes, darts, and bicycle races are
among possibilities of events to be
added. Some coed events may be
added as well.
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Quality of Life

What is the quality o f life at Hope? T o
Dean o f Students Robert DeYoung it is a
political phrase to be used whenever he
wants t o maintain the status q u o for no
logical reason. Such was the case Monday
night when the Campus Life Board discussed the off-campus drinking proposal.
But it was more than his obscure phrase
on the " q u a l i t y of l i f e " that allows us t o

anchor editorials
call DeYoung's statements reactionary. It
was his repeated inference that this vague
notion should supersede any concern for
what the people want.
To bp motivated by a personal feeling
for the quality of life, and t o be unconcerned about the voiced opinion of over
seven-eighths of the student b o d y , De
Young isn't even fooling himself in believing that he is legitimately concerned w i t h
student opinion.
It is not that we don't believe the
quality of life at Hope is an important

The CLB is currently considering the
Student Conduct Committee drinking proposal which recommends that drinking be
allowed at off-campus social functions. A t
Monday's Board meeting, several members
spoke in opposition t o the proposal. Most
significant among those voicing disapproval was student Cathy Walchenbach,
who is running for another term as CLB
member.
Walchenbach believed that passing the
SCC recommendation would open the door
to "all types of behavior." She certainly
has the right to that personal opinion. But

If the Committee members had initiated
even limited investigation, the f a u l t y logic

when she voted against o f f campus drinking
at social functions she ignored the expressed
desire of 86 percent of the student body
she is supposed to represent. The recent
Student Congress survey has revealed that
a large percentage of students does favor
liberalizing that drinking regulation.
Walchenbach's viewpoint is representative of those who believe that despite the
state of Michigan's age of majority law,
Hope students are not adult enough t o
handle the responsibilities of alcohol. Such
people still believe that Hope should act in
loco parentis.
Such rationale maintains that students
do not know what is best for them-student
opinion should therefore be disregarded. If
students disagree w i t h that philosophy, and
believe they are adult enough t o make such
decisions, they should carefully consider
the persons running f o r board positions.

of this premise would have been revealed.
The anchor editor works an average of
30-35 hours per week at his job and cannot
feasibly take more than 13 hours of classes.
The other organization heads do not approach this figure.
We discussed this w i t h the Appropriations Committee at our budget appeal
meeting and it appears that they are now
sympathetic to our problem (for a more
detailed explanation, see Dec. 1, 1972
anchor). The Committee recommended to
the Student Congress that our salaries be
restored to this year's level and we are
grateful for that.
However, it is only a temporary solution. The Committee does not have the
funds available to raise the anchor salaries
to a more equitable level. The Business
Office would have t o release more funds
for this.
This matter cannot be brushed under
the rug.

Readers speak out

1. Don't litter-you've heard this a million times but it's still valid. In Michigan, the cost of litter pickup is 32
cents a piece.

5.
6.

dear editor
7.

2. Walk instead of drive. Use buses and

mass transit.
3. When you do drive, keep your car
tuned. 60 percent of all air pollution
results from the internal combustion
engine.
4. Conserve electricity. Power plants pol-
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art buchwald

What use boycotts?
by Art Buchwald
Copyright © 1 9 7 2 , Los Angeles Times Syndicate

It was the fifth day of our meat boycott
and the family was sitting around the
dining-room table wiping up the gravy
from the cheese-and-tumip casserole that
my wife had prepared for us. You could
see the pride in the children's faces. They
had survived almost a week without m e a t and they knew they had struck a great
blow for lower food prices.
"1 D O N T even miss meat," my daughter Jennifer said.
"I don't even miss chicken," my daughter Connie agreed.
My son Joel said, "The voice of the
consumer has been heard in the land."
"Then you all agree," I said, "that
boycotts are the best way of showing our
discontent over high prices."
EVERYONE agreed.
"The reason I raise the question," I said,
"is that the telephone company is thinking
of doubling the price of a call from 10
cents to 20 cents. This would be an
increase of 100% and I think if they do it
we should boycott the telephone system."
The family looked at me as if I had gone
mad.
"Boycott the telephone company?"
Jennifer said. "But how could I talk to my
friends?"
"YOU COULD write them letters," I
suggested.
"No one writes anyone letters any
more," Connie said.
"Even if they did," Joel said, "they'd
never be delivered."
My wife, who never knows when I'm
kidding, said, "Are you serious about
boycotting the phone company?"
"DEAD SERIOUS." I said. "We've got
to bring them to their knees. We've got to
bring the cost of a telephone call down,
down, down."

"I won't do it," Jennifer shuuted. "1
won't give up the telephone."
"You gave up meat," I said.
"Meat is just food," she shouted. "The
telephone is my life."
CONNIE YELLED, "We'd die without
the telephone."
Joel agreed. "Man has to communicate
by phone or his ear will wither away."
My wife said, "I'll give up one or the
other but I won't give up both and the
telephone."
"Nevertheless," I said, "if we're going to
stick by our principles, we will have to
boycott the telephone company, just as we
will have to boycott the gasoline stations
when they raise the price of gas."
"RAISE THE price of gas?" Joel said.
"What am I going to do with my car?"
"Keep it in the garage until the gasoline
companies see the error of their ways."
"How do I get to school?" Connie said.
thp hiw
"WHAT'S A bus?" Connie demanded.
"Don't be smart," I said. "If we're going
to give up meat because they raised the
prices on us, we're going to give up the
telephone and gasoline and, if they raise
electricity, we'll give up air conditioning."
"But we have to have air conditioning,"
Jennifer said.
"Look, prices are going up on everything. Why should we just sock it to the
farmer? If we really want our voices heard,
we've got to sock the phone company, the
gasoline companies, the power companies
and anyone else who thinks they can horse
around with our household budget.
I SAY WE'RE either in the boycott
business for real or we get out of it
altogether. Now what do you say?"
My wife sighed, "I'll order a pork roast
from the butcher tomorrow morning."
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Ecology tips given
Next week is Earth Week and a good time
to make a more conscious effort to do
your part in helping to conserve and clean
up our environment. Here are some ideas:

BB

OFF-CAMPUS

A partial OK
The Student Appropriations Committee
has earned a cautious nod of approval.
Although we disagree w i t h the way they
determined salaries for student organization heads, it would be unfair to condemn
them only for this. On the whole, the
method used for determining budgets was
fair and deliberate.
The Committee did not have the benefit
of past experience t o use when drawing up
budgets and was given the same amount of
money to work w i t h this year as was spent
on the organizations it had charge over last
year, inflation not withstanding.
Only the method used for determining
salaries raises serious question. The members of the Committee believed that the
heads of the three big organizations, anchor, WTAS and Milestone, have approximately the same responsibilities and thus,
in fairness, deserve the same pay.

WU

issue. On the contrary, we t o o have strong
feelings on how t o improve the quality o f
life.
We maintain that when the administration begins t o respect the opinions of the
students, we will have improved the quality
of life. While protests, petitions and popular vote continue t o have a negligible effect
on decisions, the college will remain a poor
example of representative government.
How long will overwhelming student
opinion be subordinated to DeYoung's
vague personal notions? It was upsetting
enough for DeYoung to make reactionary
statements about how popular opinion
should be downplayed in favor of his ideas,
but even his self-righteous statements were
void of a rational thrust.
If he is going t o vote against a proposal
supported by the overwhelming majority
of students, a plan which w o u l d allow
drinking merely off-campus on an experimental basis in order that its effects on the
" q u a l i t y of l i f e " could be fairly studied
after one year, he either is guessing about
its effects f r o m a position of ignorance, or
has experienced some incredible vision
f r o m above.

Right to choose
On Monday the students of Hope will
vote for student representatives to the
Academic Affairs Board, the Administrative Affairs Board and the Campus Life
Board. A t stake is the role of the student in
the decision-making process of the college.

THEAZ
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lute and a power shortage already
exists in the U.S.
Conserve water, take shorter showers,
do full wash loads-using a biodegradable detergent.
Support recycling efforts. Take advantage of the newspaper collection sites
in your dorm and the glass recycling
center downtown at the corner of 6th
and Central. Buy returnable bottles
and recycled paper. The paper is available in the bookstore. Each American
discards five pound of solid waste
daily.
Avoid buying products with excess or
hard-to-dispose of packaging like areosol cans or plastics.
Take all you want to eat-eat all you
take. Uneaten food ends up garbage.
Be informed. Write your Congressman
about your concern and use your
power to vote.
Spread the word. April 28, EARTH
DAY
Sponsored by Hope For The Earth

anchor
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anchor review

Children know best: Peter Pan is a success
Editor's note: This weeks anchor
review was edited by Junior philosophy major Joe Filonowicz and
written by a bunch of kids at the
opening performance of Hope's
latest theater production, Peter
Pan, directed by Cathy Schaub.

Brother and sister (unison): "I
do."
- " P i r a t e s are just like the rest of
us, huh?"
- " W i l l chocolate milk give me a
moustache like a pirate?"
- " I ' m not afraid of his hook but
he looks f u n n y . "

Enough presumptuousness has
been exhibited in this spot in the
anchor, and will undoubtedly be
exhibited in weeks to come, to
warrant this week's refusal to exhibit what would be the greatest
presumption of all: having a Hope
College adult (?) write a review of
a play that was from start to
finish meant to make children
happy and excited.
AND THAT IS just what it
does, as it will certainly become
clear. Cathy Schaub's version of
Peter Pan was done just for themand as the show starts, it takes the
kids a while to make this realizat i o n - t h a t all those college kids
are doing all kinds of funny things
up there just for us, the kids down
here in the audience.
Sharon Klahr's beautiful music
sets the mood perfectly as the
play opens, and the children are
confronted with the first actors.
Brad Williams and Nancy Sigworth enter and do what they like
to do best: talk to children. "Listen carefully, O.K.?" Every head
nods, out of only an inward compulsion.
FIGURING OUT the dynamics
of Cheri Smith's portrayal of
Nana, the nurse dog, the children
crescendo in their laughs, questions and comments. They watch
what they want, not what happens to be at center stage or who's
singing the song. There are the
lines and words to the songs for
the adults, and there is Nana for
the kids.
There is a chill when Tinkerbell
appears (Greg Purvis on laser), a
bigger one when Captain Hook

TECHNICAL CREW:
- " H o w come the pirates are helping change the scenery?"
- " W h y isn't the boat moving?"
- " T h e y ' r e dressing up the doggie,
too."
Mother: "How did they get up
to the back so fast if they didn't
fly?"
Boy: "They ran."
Mother: "Why didn't we hear
them?"
Girl: "They tip-toe runned."

Im Im
"

(Doug Newman) appears, and a
bigger one when Big Chief Panther
(Richie Hoehler) and Tiger Lily
(Linda Boven) appear with the
INDIANS.
"l-E
NIETSCHE
OOMA-OOMA-OOMA-WA." Two
twin brothers grabbing each other
for protection, "Where's it coming
f r o m ? " "You can't see 'em."
WHEN THE pirates finally enter, dragging Captain Hook in his
undersized boat, it looks like the
opening of a Sha-Na-Na concert.
The pirates keep it pure comedy,
but not without also claiming the
award for " T h e Scariest People in
the Story."
Wendy (Ann Withers), John
(Brian Schipper), and Michael (Peter Boundy) are the children in
the audience on their adventure;
Mr. and Mrs. Darling (Dick Bolterman and Cindy Bates) are their
parents. Nana and Liza (Lorma
Williams) comfort them on their
trip to never-never land, guided by
Peter (Sharon Klahr).

J

THERE THEY meet more children; Tootles (Nancy Overway),
Slightly Soiled (Debbie DeWolff),
and the Twins (David Finn and
Mark Boundy). It is when all the
kids are on stage that we have the
best moments; it is as though it
never occurs to them while on
stage that it isn't really all for real.
And everybody liked the ingenious "Magic Box" scenery of
Todd Engle, and Dan Reeverts'
costumes.
And it is not as though the kids
are not critical:
ON PETER:
- " I knew Peter Pan was a girl
'cause she's my music teacher at
school."
- " W h e n ' s she gonna fly?"
ON THE PIRATES:
- " C u t yourself. Captain Hook!"
- " B u n c h a dumb ole piratesthey're no good."
Captain Hook: "Nobody loves
me."

p. boddy ponders

Fat is beautiful

?

corpulent individual abound. These dehumanizers
include: fatso, fat slob, fat pig, fat tub, blimp and
tank.
Advertisements urge us to lose 15 lbs. of ugly fat.
Fat is n o t inherently ugly. It is only culturally ugly.
In India a large stomach is considered a symbol of
status.
CHILDREN, who bluntly say what society
thinks, often single out fat schoolmates for abuse.

Doonesbury

Through grade school I was extremely roly-poly.
Other kids would taunt me and occasionally I'd beat
one of them up. But even then I didn't gain respect;
they'd say, "Boddy only won because he sat on the
other kid."
Television and the movies relegate fat people into
roles as clowns, bad guys and wimpy characters.
Rarely does a fat person do anything heroic. William
Conrad, the stout star of Cannon, would have been
a TV hero earlier except that Hollywood didn't like
his appearance. Conrad played the part of Matt
Dillon on radio, but when Gunsmoke moved to
television James Amess got the part because of his
looks.
DON FINN, who attended the University of
Minnesota with Arness, said that Amess was so
devoid of acting talent that he got kicked out of the
theatre department there.
A person might argue that the special maltreatment of fat people is warranted because fat people
can transform themselves by losing weight. Yet a
Caucasian would find it absurd if a Black blamed
him for being a white honky and chastised him for
not spending enough time under a sun lamp. Most
people are not fat because they are gluttons.
Recent studies have strongly hinted that a
mother's feeding habits largely determine her baby's
body type.
FOR REASONS of health certainly slimness
should be a goal, but it is silly to add to the
difficulties of fat people!
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Special thanks to Nana for
staying around after the play to
give her rides, and to Cathy and
all her helpers for putting on his
truly student production, and for
not letting any faculty members
be in the play and mess it up.

Prominent jazz trumpeter
to perform here April 27
by Wayne Daponte
Clark Terry, famous jazz trumpet player, will be the guest artist
during the music department's
Spring Concert April 27. Terry
will present a jazz clinic at 4 p.m.
in Wichers Auditorium and will
perform with the Hope College
Band and the Stage Band at 8:15
p.m. in Dimnent Memorial Chapel.
TERRY began performing at
age 17 with Jimmy Forrest and
Ernie Wilkens in St. Louis. He has
played with such greats as Coleman Hawkins, Dizzy Gillespie and
Art Tatum, and played first trumpet for the Duke Ellington Band
for eight years.
His latest album, Bib Gad
Band, which features Dave Bargeron and Lou Soloff of Blood,
Sweat and Tears, recently received
the highest rating ever given any
V a n D o p ,
to

by Paul Boddy
Women's liberation, the black power movement
and the protests of ethnic minorities have exposed
much of the unjust discrimination which exists in
the United States. But we still ignore society's cruel
prejudice against fat people.
OUR VOCABULARY is biased against fat people. Unflattering, epithetical cliches which insult the

ON INTERMISSION:
- " W i l l Peter Pan get mad if I eat
some potato chips?"
- " D o e s intermission mean they're
gonna be more crocdiles?"

- " T h e y ' r e not gonna go home,
are they?"
GENERAL COMMENTS:
-"I
don't believe in fairies.
(Pause) Do I?"
- " C a p t a i n Hook can't see me can
he?"
- " Y o u won't forget me when
spring cleaning time comes, will
you?"
Mother: "There are limits to
what you can do here at this
play." (Pause)
Daughter: "What's a limit?"
Son: "1 didn't like it."
Mother: "Why not?"
Son: "I wanted to stay and
watch when we went to get some
pop. »» .

K o o l h a a s

p e r f o r m j o i n t

s e n i o r

recital

Beverly VanDop, senior vocal
education major, will present a
joint recital with Janet Koolhaas,
senior piano major, on Thursday
April 26, at 8:15 p.m. in Wichers
Auditorium. Van Dop has been a
member of the Chapel Choir for
three years and has been heard as
a recitalist on campus frequently.
Van Dop studies voice with
Joyce Morrison, assistant professor of music. Janet Siderius will
provide piano accompaniments
for Van Dop.
Included in her program will be
arias from Haydn's Creation, German songs of Franz Schubert, the
aria "Non mi dir" from Mozart's
Don Giovanni and a group of
American songs by Thomas Arne
and Samuel Barber.
Koolhaas will play several selections
from
the
"Fantasy
Pieces" by Robert Schumann, a
Clementi sonata and "Three Preludes" by Kent Kennan. She has
been active as an accompanist in
the Hope music department and is
a student of Joan Conway, assistant professor music.
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recording by downbeat magazine.
He has been awarded honorary
Doctorate Degrees by Quinnipiac
College and Yale University, and
was named to the faculty of Yale
last winter.
ROBERT CECIL, associate
professor of music and director of
the Hope Band, said, "Clark Terry
is one of the great individualists of
present-day jazz. He is a warm and
articulate person known for his
wonderful sense of h u m o r . "
Terry will be the trumpet and
fluegelhorn soloist on "Moonstruck" (arranged by Jimmy Hamilton) and "C Jam Blues" (arranged by D.W. Wess). He will be
accompanied by the Hope band
under the direction of Cecil.
AFTER intermission, Terry
will be accompanied by Tex Richardson, Paul Massoth and Mike
Van Lente on "Take the A
Train" (arranged by Ernie Wilkins), " E ' t o i l e " (arranged by Phil
Woods), "Terry's Delight" (composed by E.R. Griggs) and "Mumbles" (arranged by Alan Faust)..
There will be a supper with
Terry in the Phelps Conference
Room after the Jazz Clinic. The
cost for the supper will be two
dollars.
The Jazz Clinic and the Spring
Concert are both free.

College Chorus
to present concert
Tues. in chapel
The College Chorus, under the
direction of Assistant Professor of
Music Carroll Lehman, will present a concert Tuesday, April 24
at 8:15 p.m. in Dimnent Memorial
Chapel.
The group is perhaps best
known for its major contributions
to the Christmas Vespers program
at which it most recently sang the
Vivaldi Gloria.
The program will offer a broad
spectrum of sacred choral music
from selections of large works
such as the Elijah by Mendelssohn
and Brahm's German Requim to
the more intimate compositions
of Renaissance composers such as
Vulpius, Goudimel and Lassus.
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Japanese student radicals: reformers or mafiosi?
Editor's note: The foUowing story
is written by Dr. David Clark,
associate professor o f history,
who is on sabbatical leave this
year. He is serving as Resident
Director of the G L C A Japan Study Program and is Visiting Professor at Waseda University, T o k y o .

asked these questions and told me
they did not know the answers.
Now I laugh when I hear the
same questions, since I have come
to realize that the announced aims
of the radical groups constantly
shift, are often indistinguishable
among the rival groups, and certainly do not fit together with
their behaivor.
A student was beaten to death
IF THEIR motivation was
by other students in a Waseda mainly to reform society, why
University building one night last would they devote all of their
October, shortly after I began my time and energy to beating each
term here as visiting professor. other up on campus?
This was not an action of thugs.
Many have suggested that mafiSTUDENTS HERE are from osa rivalry offers the closest paralthe intellectual elite of Japan, lel to the rivalry among Japanese
since private Waseda University is radical student factions. Thus ex, planation points to the ritualistic
physical violence which would-be
leaders seek the respect of followers through courageous acts, and
followers prove their loyalty
through emulating these acts.
THE MOST COMMON ritual is
the public snake-dance on campus. Members don crash-helmets
with their faction's insignia, cover
the lower parts of their faces with
cloths, carry flags and bamboo
poles, hold on to each other's
shoulders in tight formation, and
then shuffle along in the rhythm
given by the leader's whistle and
the group's chanting.
A pole held horizontally by the
front group is pushed as the cordon twists. This gives the impresDAVID CLARK
sion that the group possesses enorone of the two most pretigious mous physical power that is being
private universities in Japan. The temporarily restrained as they
murder was a political act result- push against the pole.
ing from rivalry between two of
THIS OFTEN GIVES a ludithe strongest radical student fac- crous impression as other students
tions.
ignore the snake-dancing and the
Since the murder I have been snake-dancers look like actors in
living amid a vortex of student search of an audience.
radicalism, with demonstrations
An audience of thousands can
and counter-demonstrations a form very rapidly, however, when
daily occurrence. Each day I am
two such cordons are headed toless confident about any easy ex- ward each other and a confrontaplanations of what goes on, but tion is promised, or when angry
more aware of how radical stu- students form around the faction
dent behavior correlates with oth- responsible for the murder. Only
er aspects of Japanese society.
then does the ritual of the snakeAT FIRST, MY questions were dance take on its true meaning.
the same as those I now- hear
AS A CROWD grows around
voiced by Americans who come to
the snake-dancing cordon and
visit: "What are the students pro- pushes in to narrow the "stage"
testing against? What do they for the ritual, the demonstrating
want the university to change?" students tighten their formation,
Japanese faculty laughed when I push harder against the bamboo

I

2

pole, twist more convulsively and
chant more gutturally. They are
taunted by some in the crowd.
In turn, the crowd is harangued
by one radical student who shouts
his snake-dancing group's rhetoric
into a bullhorn. Most students say
they cannot understand the special language coming over the bullhorn. Yet it has a great psychological effect in heightening the fascination of the crowd.
WHEN THE crowd is worked
up to a fever pitch of anticipation,
the snake-dancers suddenly plunge
into part of them. It is like the
waters of the Red Sea rolling back
when the crowd makes room.
The sense of tremendous power pushing against uneven odds is
increased when some students attack the snake-dancers, lift captured helmets on bamboo poles,
only to have the snake-dancers
hunch together more closely,
chant more vigorously and emerge
beyond the crowd in brazen formation, lifting their flags and
poles again in victory.
THE HUNDREDS of armorclad riot police that line the
streets outside of the university
gates on many days have their role
in this ritual. Most of the time
they stand patiently by their water-cannon tanks. Their visored
helmets, reflecting the sun above
their shields, provide an ominous
background for the snake-dancing.
With their discipline and sophisticated strategy it is paradoxi-

...thinking about opening doors
for yoir future career ?
.we may have the help you need
to make the right choice.
SENIORS
1. Register w i t h Placement Center t o enable us to contact you about job opportunities.
2. Establish a credential f i l e - a permanent record which, as an Alumae, you may keep
active by adding references f r o m employers. We will mail these any place upon your
request.
3. Come in and take w i t h you, sample resumes; application letters; information on
interviewing etc.
4. The 1973 College Placement Annual containing profiles of more than 1,500 companies
and government agencies that hire new graduates is available at the Center.
5. We publish a bi-monthly bulletin listing specific job openings sent directly t o our
C e n t e r - p i c k one upl

UNDERCLASSMEN
1. Testing made available to determine your personality, interest etc. regarding your
career. This will help y o u in deciding what major to declare.
2. Handbook prepared for you which lists all majors available at Hope and information as
t o what career opportunities are available w i t h these majors.
3. Many books and brochures on careers of all k i n d s - f i l e s on companies and agencies.
4. Check o u t for a few days the Occupational Handbook which gives hundreds of careers,
the outlook for each thru 1980; starting salary and addresses t o write for further
information.

PLAN A VISIT SOON...
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cal that they allow themselves to
be sucked into ritual combat with
the radical students who long for
such confrontations. When the police move in, the crowds gather
like bees to honey.
THE PRESENCE of the police
adds to the sense of risk and
confrontation that fascinates the
crowd. The snake-dancing students, defying the risk, become
heroes of irrational and irrepressible courage. Throughout Japanese
history there have been many
popular heroes whose appeal was
exactly that.
Japanese university students
are especially susceptible to the
hypnotic attraction of irrational
"sun and steel" heroes. A reason
for this is the stultifying effect of
Japanese education's dependence
on factually-oriented teaching in
mass lectures, on rote learning and
on the all-important examinations
at each stage of progress in the
system.
THROUGHOUT twelve years
of schooling, the Japanese student
is under tremendous parental pressure to do well on these exams in
order to get into a good high
school which will get him into a
good university, which will get
him a good job.
Uprooted from this ever-watchful family setting and dumped
into the mill of the university,
students are forced much later
than is true for American youth,
to build for themselves some personal meaning and sense of purpose.
MANY STUDENTS cannot do
this and sink into the experience
of nothingness. This vacuum
makes them all too ready to be
sucked into fascination with
groups that bestow to their members a sense of purpose "beyond
reason."
The explanation that I have
found most satisfying, then, is one
that accounts for student violence
in Japan mainly in terms of the
psychological appeal to young
people facing meaninglessness in
the cold formality of the Japanese
university and of the business
position that lies beyond that.
MANY STUDENTS HERE tell
me they do not want to be like
their fathers, who "work too
hard" and "lose themselves in
their jobs." But these students are

driven by a compulsiveness as are
their fathers whose values conditioned them.
The university years are the
last chance for channeling this
compulsiveness into irrational activities of a youth sub-culture,
before the time comes for this
compulsiveness to be controlled
by the business firm with whom
the worker stays for his entire
career. Many stories are told of
radical students who, upon graduation, quickly cut their hair, don a
dark suit, and become the compliant salaried man.
VIEWING THE demonstrations as psychological ritual also
helps to explain the paradoxical
combination of violence and restraint evident in them. It is really
not very dangerous on the campus, unless one gets sucked into a
front-row position during confrontations or foolishly stands under buildings where trapped members of one faction throw the
furniture out of the window at
their rivals. Like the Mafia, the
vicious ones are discreet in their
viciousness.
The "self-examination" sessions in which disloyal members
or captured rivals are interrogated
with poles and steel pipes as well
as words, are secretly held at night
on top floors of buildings. Such a
session resulted in the murder of
one student.
WHEN THE FACTIONS demonstrate publicly, they follow definite limits in terms of location
and behavior. Most of the time
the riot police simply stand by
because the demonstrating students stay inside the campus limits and simply snake-dance and
shout.
When they do have a confrontation with another group or with
the police, the effects are carefully gauged for maximum impact on
the crowd. Evenings, I sometimes
walk over to the campus and
watch small groups of students
practicing these carefully gauged
rituals.
FEW STUDENTS are around
then. It is like a darkened stage on
which actors are rehearsing without an audience. They go through
their motions as though there
were crowds there, however. Once
in a while they are stopped by the
leader and told to do the task over
again.
Sometimes it is like watching
actors when I am witnessing this.
When I view Kabuki performances, on the other hand, 1
sometimes feel that I am experiencing something very similar to
the student demonstrations.
When Kabuki actors make their
costumes shake and cross their
eyes to express seething rage,
when they take forty minutes of
restrained melodrama to work up
to the climactic drawn sword,
when 1 can sense the audience
being worked up to a feverish
pitch of fascination, when the
hero's face contorts into an awesome grimace-then 1 have a better understanding of how radical
students are very much part of
their traditional culture.

Where There's
There's Hope
And both are in your hands
to give.
The March of Dimes
believes that birth defects
(a quarter of a million
annually) should not rob
a child of the chance for
a full, satisfying life.
It has taken the lead
in supporting programs of
research, education, patient
care and community
services to make this goal
a reality. It reminds you
that the total can be reduced
through use of rubella
(German measles) and Rh
vaccines now available.
Please help.
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Hoeksema discusses his state department years
by Tom O'Brien
College students rarely have a
chance to be instructed by a man
who has played a major role in
shaping US foreign policy for 15
years.
PROFESSOR of PoUtical Science Renze L. Hoeksema was the
Department of State's Chief of
Operations for the civilian pacification program in Vietnam from
1966-1968.
This operation involved 50,000
Vietnamese, personnel of the U.S.
Information Agency, the CIA, the
State Department and the military. He has also served in various
capacities in the Philippines, Pakistan, Iran, Laos and Thailand.
IN 1966, when Hoeksema was
appointed deputy of the pacification program in Vietnam, it was
considered a small and relatively
unorganized operation. ' T h e goals
of the program were to care for
refugees, educate the Vietnamese,
provide protection and security
for villages and hamlets and restore the fabric of Vietnamese
society," he said.
Under Hoeksema the first steps
were taken to let the Vietnamese
handle programs of their own. In
turning the Vietnamization program over to the Vietnamese government, resistance was met
which compelled Hoeksema to
concentrate efforts on persuading
them to accept this responsibility.
EVENTUALLY, the program
was run by the Vietnamese with
few Americans present. Hoeksema
maintains that "the Vietnamization program is the only way we
could have possibly gotten out of
Vietnam."
In 1966 Secretary of Defense
Robert McNamara went to Vietnam to review the major programs. Hoeksema remembers trying to straighten out figures connected with the pacification program in a temporary office with
orange crate furniture only to
learn that the base figures were
incorrect.
THE ERRORS were due largely to the fact that accurate personnel figures were not kept at
lower administrative levels and
that in a country which has experienced what Vietnam has, cor
ruption is a way of life.
Hoeksema recalls making a trip
to review the program in a province where the U.S. was assisting
the Vietnamese with wages. He
discovered 500 fictitious names

on the payroll and remedied the assistant but instead chose a casituation immediately.
reer in the Foreign Service.
HOEKSEMA also formulated
After a short briefing in Washthe village self-defense program ington, Hoeksema's first assignwhich was successful in helping ment was as a political officer in
villages provide their own protec- the Philippines. "Political relation. When he left that post in late tionships are dynamic, enemies
1968, it was generally considered don't always remain enemies,"
one of the most efficient opera- stated Hoeksema.
tions in Vietnam.
RECTO, WHO was foreign
William Porter, who holds the minister of the Philippines during
third most powerful position in the Japanese occupation was now
the State Department and who his friend and a member of the
worked closely with Hoeksema in Harvard-Yale association. "As a
Vietnam, stated in the Hope matter of fact, in two of the
Alumni Magazine: "During an countries I've served, my good
early period in that country, when friends have been Secretary Genit was necessary to develop organi- erals of the Communist party,"
zations whose missions were with- said Hoeksema.
out precedent, Mr. Hoeksema „
Pakistan was his next assignplayed a large role in that respect, ment. Hoeksema did a great deal
^HE WAS responsible for U.S. of political reporting on the whole
Government pacification person- of west and east Pakistan. At that
nel which involved massive appli- time, there existed a great deal of
cations of funds running into tension between Pakistan and Inscores of millions of dollars. . . .
dia over the Province of Kashmir.
He demonstrated considerable ad- Hoeksema recalls needing up-toministrative, executive and finan- date information on the political
cial ability in handling these pro- situation in Kashmir but also degrams, which involved the delicate siring greatly to avoid the attenaspects of relationships with the tion of Blitz, a leftist newspaper
villages and hamlets ot Soum in India that was constantly claiming U.S. involvement.
Vietnam as a whole."
"I KIND OF messed up my
He displayed the very necessary talents and flexibility re- license plate a little, drove up
quired of an officer who is operat- there and then participated in a
ing in new fields, and overall march by the Pakistanis to break
performance placed him among the cease-fire line. It did excite
the very best civilian officials in Washington a little bit when I
reported back that I had been
that country."
there and participated in the
HOEKSEMA ENLISTED
in march. I just thought it was good
,
..
in/in
he army in 1940 after graduating
said Hoeksel i t i c a l Reporting/'
K
from high school. Dunng his five ^
yean in the service he spent time
After 3
of
e n e n c e in
m the Pacific theater rising from p a k l s l
Hoeksema was then stathe rank of pnva e to major under t i o n e d ^ T e h r
the
ital of
General Douglas MacArthur
Iran
Tehran
at t h a t
time was
Upon leaving the military,
jj
oil f o r
of o u r allies
Hoeksema entered Hope where he a n 7 w a s c o n s i d e r e d v i , a l to U.S.
achieved high academic status i n t e r e s t s H i s s e r v i c e i n T e h r a n
while editing the anchor and co- w a s d u r i n p r e s i d e n t J o h n K e n _
founding the International Rela- n e d . s a d m i n i s t r a t i o n . D u r i n g h i s
10ns Club. Hoeksema graduated
re was
t J
the
F
from Hope in two and one half s h a h J I r a n t 0 b r m a b o u t r e .
years and was one of two Michi- f o r m s a n d e c o n o m i c s t a b i U z a t i o n .
gan students accepted at Harvard
SINCE 1964, Iran has taken
Political Science Graduate School.
off in leaps and bounds largely
At Harvard, Hoeksema received
due to the economic stabilization
his masters degree and Ph.D. in 18
program that Hoeksema helped
months while maintaining an "A"
administer.
average.
While serving in Iran, HoekseDUE TO a general desire in the ma had to maintain contacts with
postwar era to bring peace to the the often violent opposition to
world and his interest in interna- the Shah, because for a while the
tional relations at Hope and Har- U.S. Government was prepared to
vard, Hoeksema didn't accept back the opposition. "A political
Representative Eugene McCar- officer walks a tightrope," stated
thy's offer to be his legislative Hoeksema.
"HE IS FIRST responsible to his
own government and he is somewhat responsible to the government of the country he is operating in. He also has his own career
to consider; he will not be successful if he can't do his job and then
cover his own tracks."
innovative ideas have exemplified
Hoeksema connnued, "A good
a man of keen awareness and political officer must maintain
intellectual curiosity. His actions good relations with both the govand dedication to 'sport for man' ernment and its opposition if he is
have not always met with the full going to report objectively to
approval by members of the Washington."
coaching establishment. In a
i n 1965, while assigned to
world of change he has attempted Laos, partly because of his guerto be creative in his approach to rila activity during WW II, Hoeksephysical education and sport."
m a reported on insurgent activi-

Sports socialogist Scott

to visit campus Monday
Dr. Jack Scott, athletic director and chairman of the physical
education department at Oberlin
College, will visit the campus as a
guest of the physical education
department Monday.
Scott is one of the most prominent sport sociologists in the
country and has been one of the
leading organizers for the study of
sport in America.
He will meet with members of
the physical education department for a noon luncheon and
address an open discussion with
students and faculty at 2:30 p.m.
in the Phelps Hall conference
room. He will speak to the full
faculty at 7 p.m. in the Van
Zoeren Library Carley Room.
Scott founded the Institute for
the Study of Sport and Society
whose main objective is to provide
a broad base for supporting programs and ideas which challenge
many of the questionable practices currently prevalent in American sport. The Institute has provided encouragement and financial support to authors of several
recent books such as Meggyesy's
Out of Their League, and Shaw's
Meat on the Hoof
Scott has authored two recent
books. Athletics for Athletes and
Revolution in Sport. He has appeared as a speaker and panelist at
many national and international
meetings of sport sociology.
"He is a man with great drive
and determination," said Dr. William Vanderbilt, associate professor of physical education and
chairman of the department. "His

RENZE HOEKSEMA
ties. A short time later he was
transferred to Vietnam.
"Vietnam was frustrating,"
said Hoeksema, "it's almost as if
you had to drive stakes into the
ground and then look back to see
if you've made progress." The
work schedule was also a strenuous one: up at 6:30 a.m., a short
nap after lunch and then work
often until midnight; seven days a
week
AFTER LEAVING his post in
Vietnam in late 1968, Hoeksema
was stationed in Thailand and
subsequently in Washington. He
there headed a staff in the State
Department for the purpose of
improving
political
reporting
around the world.
But in mid 1971 Hoeksema
resigned from the State Department for family considerations
even though he was offered a
position directly under the United
States ambassador to the United
Nations.
HOEKSEMA'S FAMILY was
living in Bangkok, Thailand for
almost six years. "I had been
overseas for 14 years and my
children had never seen the
United States." he commented.
Although Hoeksema is granted

visiting scholar privilege at Harvard he finds Hope has a "stimulating and educational "atmosphere."
"1 like Hope," Hoeksema explained. "Hope means more to me
than Harvard. As Dr. Lubbers
used to say, 'Hope is a way of
life-once it gets in your blood, it
stays with you.' "

Bruins presents
series of lectures
on religion in U.S.
Dr. Elton Bruins, Professor of
Religion at Hope, who is currently
on a sabbatical leave to the Netherlands where he is engaging in
research in the Hague, has presented a series of seven lectures on
"Religion in America."
Dr. Bruins is engaged in research on the early letters of
Albertus Van Raalte and on materials relating to the immigration to
the United States in the Nineteenth Century from the Netherlands.
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THERE'S A GIRL
IN MY SOUP
starring...
Peter Sellers
Goldie Hawn

Friday Only
April 20th
I

v

PM 118 # 25c
7:00 and 9:30 p.m.

"with Peter Sellers as the hypersexed television
gourmet, galloping from kitchen
to bedroom at a breakneck pace..."

"REEFER MADNESS if Hollywood*• antwer to tlw
marijuana problem. [The] new movie . . . exposes one method
of selling marijuana cigarets to high school students and appraises the crime, debauchery, and tragedy caused by smoking
them . . . Sensual dancing and marijuana smoking make a
weakling of B i l l . . . Before realizing what he is doing, he
becomes an addict of the habit-forming drug. He craves its
strange, stimulating e f f e c t . . . Blanche commits suicide . . .
Ralph is adjudged hopelessly i n s a n e . . . Bill's life is
wrecked . . . "
-LOOK, Nov. 22,1938

coming May 4th and 5th
PLUS... THE FIRESIGN THEATRE in their new film...
MARTIAN SPACE PARTY
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Baseballers in slump

Dutch win one, drop three
by Merlin Whiteman

f

Thirty Hope students walked 20 miles from Grand Haven to Holland in
order to raise money for the American Cancer Society. The walk was
sponsored by the Alpha Phi Omega service faternity and the Omega Phi
service sorority. So far over $1,000 has been raised for the ACS.

After opening the MIAA season with victory over the Calvin
Knights, Hope's baseball team has
entered into a three-game losing
streak
IN THE OPENING game last
Saturday, Hope scored its only
two runs in the second inning off
starter Larry VanderVeen. Kurt
Avery opened the inning with a
line shot single into left center
field. A throwing error on Tim
Fritz's sacrifice bunt attempt put
men on second and third.
With two out, leftfielder Jim
Wojcicki hit a hump-backed double into left field, driving in the
winning runs.. Fritz led all hitters
with two safties in the first game.
FRESHMAN GORD Alderink
picked up the win for the Dutch,
despite giving up five walks and
five base hits. Hope was aided by
Bob Lamer's fielding; the junior
shortstop handled nine chances
errorlessly and initiated two double plays.
In the nightcap, the Knights
plated seven unearned runs in
routing the Dutch 10-0. Calvin
collected 10 hits off four pitchers,
and benefited from five Hope
miscues.

Gouyd wins three

Trackmen down Valpo, 79-66
by Chris Liggett
Saturday the flying feet of the
Hope Track team showed their
superiority as they beat Valporaiso in a dual meet 79-66. On a
sunny warm day the Dutch took
all but two first places in the field
events, a sharp contrast to last
years team. A strong showing by
Hope's distance men against a
powerful Valpo unit along with
the increased depth shown in other events put more weight into the
hopes for a repeat as conference
champs.
Triple winner Chris Gouyd
paced the sprinters as he won the
ICQ yard dash in 10.3, the 220 in

23.2 and anchored the winning
440 relay team. Jumper Chet Evers accounted for 15 of Hope's 79
points. Winning the long jump
and setting a new school record of
44 feet, three and three quarter
inches in the triple jump, Evers
also ran on the 440 relay team
and took second in the 100. Captain Greg Daniels only took third
in the 880, but did so in a quick
race and showed that his doubtful
leg is ready to be run on.
Other winners in Saturday's
meet were Steve DeYoung and
Bob Lees taking one-two in the
javelin, Bruce Groendyk and Gus
Lukow second and third throwing
the shot. Barry Brugger placed

Hope to host ninth annual
GLCA track and field meet
Hope will host the ninth annual Great Lakes Colleges Association track and field meet today
and tomorrow.
COMPETING teams will include Denison University, DePauw
University, the host Flying Dutchmen, Kalamazoo College, Oberlin
College, Ohio Wesleyan University
and Wabash College.
Preliminaries in the dash and
hurdle events, and finals in the
discus and long jump will begin
today at 3:30 p.m. The meet will

Six Hope students
included in 1973
book on athletes
Six Hope students have been
included in the 1973 volume of
Outstanding College Athletes of
America.
Students are nominated by the
athletic staff at their home college
on the basis of campus and community service as well as athletics.
Hope students selected were
seniors Doug Smith, football and
basketball; Tom Grundvig, soccer;
Bob Lamer, football and baseball;
Ted Albrecht, football; Greg Daniels, cross country and track; and
Jeff Winne, football.

be held at Van Raalte athletic
field.
FIELD event finals will be held
tomorrow beginning at 10 a.m.,
while track finals will begin at
1:30 p.m. Admission will be free.
Wabash will be seeking its fifth
straight championship. The Little
Giants have dominated the meet
since 1969 although last year's
crown was captured by only onehalf point as Wabash edged Ohio
Wesleyan 89-88 1/2.
DEFENDING individual champions will include Bill lovina of
Ohio Wesleyan in the javelin
(183 9 ), Rudy Skorupa of DePauw in the long jump (22' 2
1/2 ), Greg Leifer of Ohio Wesleyan in the high jump (6'3' ), Pat
Nelman of Ohio Wesleyan in the
120-yard high hurdles (:15.0),
Nate Clark of Wabash in the
440-yard dash (:50.2), Chuck Best
of r Denison in the pole vault
(15 0 ), and Jim Alexander of
Denison in the two mile run
(9:14.1).
Hope was host to the 1968
GLCA meet which boasted three
all-time Van Raalte Field records.
The records were set in the 100
yard dash by Phil Allen of Wabash
(:9.7), the 880-yard run by Scott
Shafer of DePauw (1:54.2) and
the mile relay by Wabash
(3:20.7).

second in the long jump, while
Rich Huesingveld and Lukow finished second and third in the
discus. Finishing out the field
events were Jim Wildgen and Gord
Vanderslice placing first and third
in the high jump, Craig Bleckly
and Steve Berger taking first and
third in the pole vault.
In the running events Brian
Claxton and Dave Whitehouse
took second and third in the
one-mile, Rick Martinus second in
the 120 yard highs, and Ken
Merte a third in the 440. Glenn
Powers won the 880 yard run
while Doug Scott took third in
the intermediate hurdles and Stuart Scholl placed second in the
two-mile. Strong showing by relay teams composed of Jeff Pett,
Evers, Carl Azelton, and Gouyd
for the 440, and Bud Kopp, Steve
Van Doornik, Powers and Merte
gave gave Hope track fans another
reason to look for the MIAA
championship.
Friday and Saturday at Van
Raalte Field the GLCA meet will
be hosted by Hope. So if you
want to find out what the guys in
the funny blue pajamas with Hope
written all over them do every
night, be there.

Imported
Bicycles
NOW at
WILLIAMS b SONS
25 W. 9TH ST.
a couple doors east
of River ave.
#
#
#
#

ATALA
GANNA
AZUKI
LEGAND

SPECIAL PRICE 1
ATALA-OR-AZUKI

AMERICAN BEAUTY ALBUM
(new ragtime recording)

BY... Pianist Brian Dykstra
now available
SEE DR. DYKSTRA
Chapal 9 or Call Ext. 2270

10 Speeds .

$99.00
Hours Dally-9 to 5
Mon. and Fri. 9 to 9

THE DUTCH collected three
hits in the second game, receiving
one hit apiece from Pat Welch,
Wojcicki, and Lamer. Calvin
scored three in the second, two in
the fifth, and five in the sixth.
Wednesday, Hope took a double setback against the Albion
Britons. In the first game, the
visitors opened the top half of the
first with three runs on two walks
and a single. In the bottom half.
Lamer countered with a solo
home run. Albion added two
more in the second, collecting
three singles.
THE DUTCH mounted a threat
in the second when Gary Constant
walked and Steve Westra doubled.
H6wever, three straight strikeouts
snuffed out that possibility.
Albion
mounted
a major
offensive in the fourth. A single
scored two runs, and then, with
the bases loaded, Jim Garry hit a
grand slam home run to give them
the victory.
IN THE FIFTH, Brad Lyons
and Lamer opened with singles,
but were stranded on a double
play and a tapper back to the
mound. Hope did score twice in
the sixth. Constant singled, advanced on a ground ball out, and
scored on a ball hit by Jim Tichnor that was miscued. Kurt Pugh
advanced Tichnor, and Lyons
doubled him in.

After coming off an 11-3 defeat, Hope held Albion scoreless
through the first two innings. In
the bottom of the third, however,
the Britons exploded for four
runs. Bobby Dorr's home run with
one on, capped that rally.
HOPE CAME BACK with one
run in the fourth when Lyons
doubled, and was singled in by
Lamer. While Mark Dargene was
holding the visitors in check for
the next three innings, the Dutch
failed to muster an attack.
In the top of the seventh, Hope
made a last-ditch drive. Constant
opened with a single, and advanced on a ground ball and a
single by Steve Kupres. Pitcher
Dargene helped his own cause
along by lining a single to center,
scoring Hope's second run.
WITH MEN ON first and second, Tom Jeltes came up looking
for a sacrifice bunt. After the
second pitch he took, the runner
on first got hung-up in a hot box
and made the second out. Jeltes
then hit a hard ground ball to the
shortstop who had already made
three errors that afternoon. Unfortunately, this time he handled
the chance flawlessly, throwing
out Jeltes and ending the game.
Hope entertains neighboring
Grand Valley this afternoon at
Van Raalte field, and travels to
Ferris State for a doubleheader
tomorrow afternoon at 1 p.m.

BOOK SALE
These are all new-not ship worn books. A Distributors 21 day sale. Quantities of each title are
limited and when sold no more are available.

ART TREASURES IN ITALY
ART TREASURES IN SPAIN
BROKEN PATTERNS
ART OF GOOD COOKING
WORLD TREAS OF REL.
MOVIE GREATS
AMERICAN MOVIES
CHINESE COOKING
FRENCH COOKING
ITALIAN COOKING
SCANDINAVIAN COOKING
WESTWARD TO PROMENTORY
BHAGAVAD GITA
PAPILLON
MODERN AMERICAN USAGE
DRY SONGS & SCRIBBLES
MAN AND WILDLIFE
GREAT AGE OF FRESCO
THEY CALL IT A GAME
FOOD FACTS & FALLACIES
NBA CHAMPIONSHIP
THEIRS WAS KINGDOM
RUSSIANS IN SPACE
OUR GANG
IMPRESSIONISM
ON INTRUCTIONS OF GOVT
MANY WAYS OF SEEING
WHAT HEAR FROM WALDEN
SECRETS OF PLANT LIFE
ICHING BK OF CHANGES
ONE LIFE
PRO FOOTBALL
ART TREASURES IN RUSSIA

6.95
6.95
5.95
7.50
15.00
12.50
17.50
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
10.75
7.95
8.95
6.95
4.95
12.50
30.00
7.95
7.95
3.95
8.95
10.00
5.95
8.95
6.95
10.00
5.95
19.50
10.00
7.95
14.95
6.95

3.98
3.98
1.49
2.98
5.98
3.98
5.98
2.98
2.98
2.98
2.98
3.98
3.98
2.98
2.98
1.00
5.98
9.98
1.98
1.00
1.00
2.49
1.00
1.49
3.98
1.49
3.98
1.00
10.98
3.98
1.00
6.98
3.98

...and MANY OTHERS!

HOPE GENEVA
BOOK STORE
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